STOPPING CRUELTY BEFORE IT STARTS

Cruelty Intervention Advocacy

A Holistic Approach to Animal Hoarding
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Holistic Approach

Animal Assistance
- Veterinary Care
- Spay/Neuter
- Removal
- Behavior Support
- Emergency Boarding Supplies

Human Assistance
- Engagement & Relationship Building
- Mental Health Assessment
- Social Services Support System
- Long-term Monitoring
STopping Cruelty Before It Starts

Cruelty Intervention Advocacy

METRICS SINCE INCEPTION 2010

- 3,390 animals assisted
- 1,095 animals surrendered
- 97 people assisted
- 710 owned animals S/N
STOPPING CRUELTY BEFORE IT STARTS

Cruelty Intervention Advocacy

1st Quarter 2013

16 new HOARDING cases involving 23 people and over 300 animals

103 cats surrendered
36 dogs surrendered

74 field visits
49 owned animals S/N

122 animals transferred to placement partners
THE REALITIES OF ANIMAL HOARDING

HOARDERS FAIL TO PROVIDE BASIC ANIMAL CARE:

- FOOD
- WATER
- EXERCISE
- CLEAN ENVIRONMENT
- SOCIALIZATION

RESULTS:

- POOR NUTRITION
- CHRONIC ILLNESS
- DEHYDRATION
- OVERCROWDING
- DISEASE
- UNDERSOCIALIZED
- REPRODUCTION... AND MORE
SELF-NEGLECT OF HOARDERS

HOUSEHOLD MAY BE PUBLIC HEALTH HAZARD AND A DANGER TO HUMAN OCCUPANTS

LACK OF BASIC SANITATION UTILITIES AND APPLIANCES MAY BE INOPERABLE
COMPROMISED AIR QUALITY RODENTS/INSECTS CLUTTER
HOARDERS MAY HAVE SUPPORT NETWORK:
VETERINARIANS
RESCUERS

MAY RECEIVE FREE VET CARE OR FOOD

SUPPORTERS MAY NOT UNDERSTAND DEPTH OF PROBLEM OR FEAR REPORTING TO AUTHORITIES
MENTAL HEALTH OF HOARDERS

MENTAL DISORDERS THAT MAY HAVE VALIDITY
- Attachment Disorder
- Delusional Disorder
- Addictions Model
- Personality Disorder
- Autistic Spectrum

EVENTS THAT MAY CONTRIBUTE
- Childhood Trauma
- "Trigger Event"
- Complicated Grief Process
DIVERSITY OF HOARDING CASES IN NYC

VARIATION IN...

- Age {ranges from 18 to senior citizens}
- Gender and race/ethnicity
- Households {single persons, couples, families}
- Dwelling type {apartment/house/trailer}
- Economic differences
Hoarder Profiles

90 Cases

- Female (68%)
- Male (24%)
- Male & Female (4%)
- Female & Female (3%)
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CASE STUDY
55 TOTAL
30 S/N
23 SURRENDERED
CASE STUDY

9 DOGS + 41 CATS + 1 PERSON → 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
CASE STUDY

28 CATS SURRENDERED

4 DOGS SURRENDERED
CASE STUDY

SPAY/NEUTER

5 DOGS
13 CATS
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